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1. Overview

The following document is a technical report regarding the live broadcasting of the Total Solar Eclipse on 13/14 th 

November 2012, as part  of the EU-funded project GLORIA. The main purpose of this report is to describe, 
analyse and measure the procedure followed during the deployment phase of this particular live broadcasting.

The outline of this report is as follows: the first section explains the infrastructure and equipment used by the  
technical team as well as the live production deployment. The second section covers the results and conclusions of 
all  the  tests  scheduled  prior  the astronomical  event.  Then,  the  third  section  summarizes  the  technical  issues 
discovered during the process and includes the future improvements.

1.1.  Location

In order to broadcast the astronomical event, three technical teams were located in Queensland, Australia. The  
purpose was to increase the chances of broadcasting the phenomenon despite the weather conditions. Each team 
was in charge of setting up the equipment,  assuring available Internet connectivity and generating the media 
source for the live webcast. Three engineers as part of the UPM GLORIA partner were responsible for the live  
broadcasting on each location:

Location GLORIA member Role

G1 – Mareeba Urko SERRANO Coordination engineer

G2 – Bob's lookout Miguel Ángel PÍO Astronomer

G3 – Rek's lookut David HERNÁNDEZ GLORIA collaborator

Table 1: Technical teams
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Figure 1: Geographical location of the expedition
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1.2.  Broadcasting infrastructure

The design  and deployment  of  the  infrastructure  was  focused  on providing  several  live  video  streams from 
different  geographical  locations.  These  streams  were  fetched  in  the  coordination  point  (G1)  responsible  for 
generating the final media stream of the Total Solar Eclipse on 13/14th November 2012. This section explains the  
solution  adopted  for  the  media  production  in  order  to  distribute  the  live  stream through  a  content  delivery 
network.  For  more  information  regarding  the  content  delivery  deployment,  please  refer  to  DEL2.13.  The 
infrastructure behind the live broadcast is organized into two main solutions as depicted in the following figure.

The media production solution allows to coordinate several media input streams from local or remote sources in 
order to generate a continuous final stream. This final stream is provided to the GLORIA users by the content 
delivery solution. The design simplifies the procedure to fetch media sources scattered geographically, presenting 
a common interface for the media producer.

The media production is organized in three main steps as shown in the figure below. The first area defines the 
media sources available on each location. The second step includes the broadcasting software for live production 
along with the encoding tool that creates the final output stream. The third area covers the Internet equipment that 
provides access to the content delivery infrastructure during the expedition.
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Figure 2: Broadcasting infrastructure

Figure 3: Media production solution
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1.2.1. Technical deployment

The media resources were generated based on the media equipment deployed on each location. The technical  
teams were provided with several video sources used in live production such as telescope-mounted cameras, 
which had to be available through the Internet from the coordination point.

Location Media resource Type

G1 – Mareeba Telescope Video / Images

Ambient Video

Presenter Video / Audio

G2 – Bob's lookout Telescope Video

G3 – Rek's lookut Telescope Images

Table 2: Media resources

The table represents the media equipment used during the live broadcast on each location:

Location Media output

+ G1 – Mareeba:

    GoPro Hero 2 + Teradek Cube 220 WiFi / Ethernet

    Canon EOS 5D Mark II USB

    Imaging Source DBK USB

    2 x Audio channels via Zoom H4n 5mm. audio jack

+ G2 – Bob's lookout:

    Canon EOS 5D Mark II USB

    Imaging Source DBK USB

+ G3 – Rek's lookut:

    Canon EOS 5D Mark II USB

Table 3: Media equipment

In live production, the G2 point transmits the secondary video stream, whereas G3 uploaded images every minute. 
The coordination point  located in  G1 fetched the media resources through a streaming server and the image 
repository using the broadcasting software. G1 verified the correct delivery of all media streams to avoid choppy 
video playback in the output stream. The main issue regarding the remote stream was the delay time inherent  
caused by the network overhead through the satellite link.

The broadcasting software used for this live broadcast was CamTwist Studio. It is essentially a live video switcher  
that allows the media producer to control the current output stream in real time while adding effects, transitions,  
and other external resources. A set of cameras were recording the astronomical phenomenon while professional  
astronomers were giving explanations to the audience helped by graphical resources as shown in the figure.
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The output stream from the broadcasting software has to be encoded along with two audio channels. The current  
stream is transformed in a specific web media container. This media container includes all the metadata needed for 
the media player embedded in the GLORIA website. The quality of the video stream is chosen according to the 
current available bandwidth and the network congestion.

The Flash Media Live Encoder is a free encoding tool used during the live production. It provides professional 
settings for adaptive video quality, such as dynamic bit-rate or auto frames dropping. This tool is in charge of 
generating the final video output stream that will be distributed through the content delivery network.

The following table includes the codec information used to generate the final stream:

Codec information Value

Display resolution 320x240

Frame rate 15fps

Video codec H.264

Audio codec MP3

Bit rate (max.) 464Kbps.

Channels Stereo

Sample rate 22Khz

Table 4: Media codec information

1.2.1.1. Network configuration

In  order  to  publish  a  live  media  stream regardless  of  geographical  locations,  the  Internet  access  connection 
represents a key part of the broadcasting solution. Given that the expedition covers isolated places with poor 
Internet coverage, a common solution has to be deployed to ensure enough bandwidth during live production. 
Also, the coordination centre requires a stable connection since it generates the final stream and monitors in real  
time the status of the content delivery network to assure media stream availability for the GLORIA community.

 http://gloria-project.eu  10/20

Figure 4: Broadcasting software
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For  the  coordination  point  in  G1,  a  hybrid  solution  was  adopted  with  BGAN satellite  connection  and  3G 
connectivity. BGAN is a combined voice and broadband data mobile communications service delivered via a 
highly portable device. Based on IP technology, BGAN makes it possible for the media production to connect the  
live stream to the Internet at speeds up to 492Kbps.

This  solution  offers  seamless  and  continuous  coverage  in  areas  where  terrestrial  telecom networks  are  non-
existent. In our case, the location was chosen according also to the 3G coverage map sent by our local Internet  
provider. With this approach, we reduce the risk of a possible breakdown in the satellite link.

As a result, the table represents the final network configuration for each location:

Location Connectivity

+ G1 – Mareeba:

    BGAN Explorer 700 WiFi / Ethernet via satellite link

    USB modem 3G

+ G2 – Bob's lookout:

    BGAN Explorer 500 Ethernet via satellite link

+ G3 – Rek's lookut:

    USB modem 3G

Table 5: Network configuration

1.2.1.2. Backend design

The server-side design of the media production is divided into four main entities as in the figure:

• Streaming node (N): entity that generates a remote stream from a geographical location. 
• Coordinator  (C): streaming node  that collects the remote streams and generates the final live stream, 

which is sent to the broadcasting server. 
• Relay server (R): entity used to forward the remote streams to the coordinator.
• Broadcasting server (B): edge streaming server within the content delivery network that receives the final 

live stream from the coordinator.

 http://gloria-project.eu  11/20

Figure 5: Backend design
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2. Broadcasting test

Several tests were conducted before the broadcast of the The Total Solar Eclipse on 13/14th November 2012. The 
purpose of those tests was to introduce gradually new features that would help to improve and assure the final 
stream to the GLORIA users, as well as the public audience through our collaborators.

The tasks for each tests were sorted in several categories:

• Remote media streams: select the best quality for remote streams from the broadcasting point G2. 
• Technical equipment: check hardware/software to keep all devices in working order.
• Image repository: verify scripts to upload images from all three locations. 
• Communications: assure all Internet access networks are available in live production.

2.1.  Tasks

1. Setup the software/hardware for all locations in the test environment.

2. Verify control over remote streams.

3. Check Internet connectivity through satellite link.

4. Setup image repository and concurrent access from three remote locations.

5. Test battery life of video devices.

6. Check two audio streams for presenters.

7. Test presenters' feedback device.

2.2.  Results

• Software drivers for all devices were successfully installed.

• Broadcasting software was set up properly:

◦ Canon EOS camera is only used for photography.

◦ DBK camera is used for video recording.

• Switching between remote streams works in our test environment: 

◦ Delay time while switching remote streams can reach 10secs.

◦ Test conducted in real environment with 3G connectivity.

• Internet connectivity through satellite link works as expected.

• Issues regarding image script:

◦ Changes are needed for image transformation for the G3 location.

2.3.  Conclusions

• Canon EOS and DBK camera are used in live production both in G1 and G2.

• BGAN Explorer 700 is used in G1 to upload images in real-time to the GLORIA website.

• BGAN Explorer 500 is used in G2 to upload images and send the remote video.

• Several tests should be done out of the test environment.

• Video devices:

◦ Wireless adapter for GoPro Hero2 is not available for live production.

 http://gloria-project.eu  12/20
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◦ Live encoder is used to transmit the presenters video to the broadcasting software.

◦ GoPro Hero2 has 2h. of battery life in recording mode (720p@25fps)

3. Technical issues

The following section collects the issues mentioned in the previous section taken from several internal documents,  
which were written before and after the live broadcast.

3.1.  Broadcasting report

The following notes have been taken from the broadcasting tests to check several aspects of the live event:

• Fetch streams from remote locations via pre-origin:
• Switch remote streams in live.
• Verify smooth playback.
• Simulate stream error and reconnection.

• Send final stream to origin streaming server:
• Verify live streaming connection to the origin.
• Check video and audio quality.
• Simulate stream error and reconnection.

• Upload images from different locations to the image repository:
• Images are transferred to the laptop every minute.

• One camera could transfer images while recording video.
• Images will be uploaded every minute. to their specific remote folders.

• Agreed on dumping images to a local folder and transfer them afterwards.
• The previous image have to be stored in the image repository.

• Download images via HTTP.

• Communication with remote locations:
• Agreed on using Google talk.
• Google chat only during live production.

• Battery life GoPro Hero 2: 
• Charging time: 4h
• Recording 720p@25: 2h

3.2.  Expedition task list

3.2.1. Preparations

• Download the latest version of the following applications:

• Flash Media Live Encoder
• VideoLAN
• CamTwist Studio
• Canon EOS Utility

• Disable automatic updates:
• System Preferences - Software Update - Check for updates.

• Turn off power saving:
• System Preferences - Energy Saver - Computer sleep - Never.

 http://gloria-project.eu  13/20
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• Prevent the creation of .DS_store files over network connections:
• Setup VLC to fetch remote live streams efficiently:

• VLC - Preferences - Show all - Input / Codecs - Network caching – 300ms.

• Add a connection to the image repository:
• Navigate through Finder - Go - Connect to Server.
• Create and add (+) a new connection.
• Check server connectivity:

• Verify that you can see the live images folder.
• Right click on live images folder - Get Info.

• Verify Where argument in the Finder application.
• Download the upload_files.sh script for MAC:

• Read carefully the README.txt.
• Install ImageMagick.
• Test the script:

• All images have to be place in the same directory:
• Only valid names without spaces.
• Images have to be taken with EXIF support (ex. Canon EOS 5D).

• Connect to the image repository through Finder.
• Open Terminal (ex. using Spotlight).
• Go to the folder where you downloaded the upload_files.sh.
• Type: sh upload_files.sh location:

• location can be site1, site2 or site3.
• Verify images are uploaded every minute.

• Type: sh upload_files.sh stop:
• This command stops the script.

• Setup the Canon EOS Utility:
• Create the folder to upload the images in your home directory.
• Verify that images will be stored in the SD card in high quality.
• Mark the option to see the video via USB.
• Mark the option to store the images with the current time in seconds.

• Setup the Flash Media Live Encoder:
• Load the correct config profile for the location (G1 or G2):
• Verify that the device is your the DBK camera for G2.
• Verify that the _Save to File_ option is marked with a correct folder:

• Make a recording test to see if the file is created.
• Install drivers for your 3G/4G USB drive and verify connectivity.
• Charge all batteries of the equipment.

3.3.  Before broadcasting

• Check battery of all the equipment.
• Check connectivity through Internet via 3G/4G or WiFi if any.
• Connect to the image repository through Finder - Go - Connect to Server.
• Plug the Canon EOS 5D via USB:

• Verify the image are transferred to the laptop into the correct folder in the home directory.
• Run the upload_files script:

• Open Terminal (ex. using Spotlight).
• Go to the folder where you downloaded the upload_files.sh:

• Type: sh upload_files.sh location:
• location can be site1, site2 or site3.
• Verify images are uploaded every minute.

• Stops the script when the broadcasting finishes: sh upload_files.sh stop.
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• If video is needed from the Canon EOS 5D:
• Open Camtwist Studio and press Cmd+S to enter in the studio mode.
• Create two buttons:

1. Webcam: select the current webcam.
2. Desktop+: select the area of the video from the Canon EOS 5D.

• Launch the Flash Media Live Encoder:
• Load the profile config file.
• Verify the device is either the webcam or CamTwist if needed. 
• Press Start to begin the broadcasting. Authentication is needed.
• Press Stop when the broadcasting has been finished. 

3.4.  Live production

During the live production, several issues were discovered:

• Broadcasting production:
◦ Battery life of the Zoom H4n recorder does not work as expected in the last minutes.

▪ The volume from the presenters' microphones was reduced.
▪ A slightly echo could be heard from the microphones.

◦ The remote stream from G2 was not available on time before live production:
▪ Delay time while changing the remote stream exceeded 20 secs.

• Website and content delivery:
◦ Some users have reported that the countdown for the live broadcast was confusing.
◦ Several users had problems accessing the website.
◦ Few users have reported problems accessing the final stream from the website.
◦ iOS users could not see the stream properly.

3.5.  After broadcasting

An  online  collaborative  document  was  created  for  all  GLORIA partners  to  comment  and  add  suggestions  
regarding  the  next  live  broadcasts  for  the  following  astronomical  events.  Once  the  GLORIA partners  will  
contribute with their feedback, the document will be closed for study in a feasibility plan.  Table  6 contains the 
suggestions proposed by the GLORIA partners.

3.6.  Improvements

Given the monitoring information provided in the document DEL-2.13, the web hosting infrastructure could not 
support a high rate of requests per second and the GLORIA website was not available for multiple users in a short 
period of time.

As described in the related document, the main issue was caused by a lack of bandwidth and memory for each  
web instance in the cluster. The log data concludes that the main problem was due to the overhead in the ethernet 
connection per web server instance, where 62,2% of the theoretical uplink bandwidth (10Mbps) was consumed. 
On the other hand, 75% of the main memory was used to dispatch the requests, increasing the overhead of the  
system drastically.

To overcome this  situation,  the  current  web hosting  infrastructure  needs  to  improve  in  scalability.  Not  only 
increasing the number of web servers could solve the issue. In order to do so, an ongoing research phase  is 
covered by WP9 for the next astronomical event.

The main task will be the following:

• Redesign of the ongoing web server configuration with the help of customized web servers that are 
specifically designed for static content.
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• Remove any dynamic scripts that refresh content in the website.

• Generate and offline application based on HTML5 standards to relief the web hosting infrastructure.
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Figure 6: Bandwidth usage per web server instance

Figure 7: User requests per web server instance

Figure 8: Memory consumption per web server instance
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Given the feedback from the GLORIA community, the following improvements are also set for a feasibility plan:

• Enhance video quality for the final stream.
◦ Several approaches are being studied according to mobile broadband availability and satellite links.

• Real-time information in live broadcasting: provide weather statistics.
• Cross-platform solution for the final stream: analyse a solution to provide media content to iOS devices.

3.7.  Conclusions

Given the results and stats from the content delivery network and several external collaborators, the main purpose 
of  the live broadcast  was accomplished.  The live stream was followed by  315.726 viewers  according to  the 
statistics  provided  by  DEL-2.13,  both  from  the GLORIA website  and many  science  websites  and  media.

The Total Solar Eclipse of Nov 13/14th has drawn also interest from the IT area, where technical websites have 
been asking about our technical deployment with  our limited resources. For the following astronomical events, 
GLORIA expects to improve  video quality and the performance of the web hosting infrastructure to  spread the 
knowledge of our work in the science community.
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Item Name Description Comments

1 HD broadcast Live webcasts should be available in HD. This could 
benefit not only the end-user but also draw interest 
from the media.

Higher bandwidth cost in 
live production and CDN.

2 HD recording Recorded live webcasts should be available in HD after 
each broadcasting.

Better equipment is 
needed in live 
production.

3 Cross-platform player The media player used in GLORIA should support 
different platforms and vendors.

Non-flash fallback 
support (iOS devices).

4 Media sources Provide not only the final stream but the original 
sources such as the telescope camera streams. The 
sources could be selected by users in the GLORIA 
website or used in live production by other websites 
(ex. real-time comments in local languages).

Available in production 
environment.

5 Broadcast script Each broadcast script should be available for all 
partners in advance in order to improve the quality of 
the content.

The broadcast script a 
sketch and it depends on 
the media sources in live.

6 Opinion polls Opinion polls should be translated and be available 
weeks before each live webcast.

Available.

7 Social network GLORIA content in social networks should be added in 
advance. In addition, there should be moderators 
checking the users' comments during live webcast.

Partially compliant.

8 Independent events Collaborators or educational entities can make 
independent events about the live webcasts.

Available with item 4.

9 Audience questions Select several questions during each broadcasting and 
reply at the end in live.

Planned for next event.

10 Media in tests Collaborators and media should be present in the tests. Schedule fixed dates for 
all tests in advance.

11 Promote GLORIA A better advertising plan is needed to draw more 
interest from collaborators in all countries.

Partially compliant.

12 Time-shift GLORIA users could pause and rewind the content. Modify web player.

13 Live album Add a live photo album in the GLORIA website. Modify web application.

14 Video post-production Material to produce videos of the event must be 
available sooner. Videos with more views are the first 
ones not the "best" ones.

Available.

15 Discuss content The "agenda" of the broadcasting should be discussed 
in advance for comments and suggestions.

Distribute the activities 
and transmission plan to 
the partner 2 weeks 
before the event.

16 Credits Any credit/acknowledgment for the material produced 
should be agreed in advance.

Update the "Terms and 
Conditions" document.

17 Dissemination Need to activate direct contacts with teachers and clubs 
in all the GLORIA countries. The "Dissemination plan" 
document should be a reference for this.

Partially compliant.

Table 6: Improvements
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